






Spoken dialogue system (SDS) for conversational 
android ERICA

Following the success of spoken dialogue systems (SDS) in smartphone assistants and smart speakers, a number of communi-
cative robots are developed and commercialized.  Compared with the conventional SDSs designed as a human-machine 
interface, interaction with robots is expected to be in a closer manner to talking to a human because of the anthropomorphism 
and physical presence. The goal or task of dialogue may not be information retrieval, but the conversation itself. In order to 
realize human-level “long and deep” conversation, we have developed an intelligent conversational android ERICA. We set up 
several social interaction tasks for ERICA, including attentive listening, job interview and speed dating.
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Deeper conversational AI 

Conversational AI systems interact with human users while completing user requests or simply chit-chat. These systems have 
applications ranging from personal assistance, health assistance to customer services, etc. In this talk, I will introduce the 
current state-of-the-art generation-based conversational AI approaches that leverage large pre-trained language models. I 
will discuss the challenges and shortcomings of these models such as the lack of knowledge, consistency, empathy, etc. I will 
highlight our current work in improving the depth of generation-based ConvAI, and possible directions for future research. I 
will also discuss potential ethical challenges of conversational AI systems and current efforts to address them.
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Integrating understanding and generation modules 
for adaptive dialogue systems

Although dialogue technologies have advanced greatly in the last decades, it is still difficult for human users to achieve tasks 
appropriately with dialogue systems.  We consider that this is due to the system's inability to adapt to users and situations. We 
are tackling this problem by integrating understanding and generation modules for improving adaptiveness.  We report on our 
data collection to examine how humans adapt their behavior depending on their conversational partners and situations, the 
dialogue robot competition we organize for tackling the problem with the dialogue systems community, and some preliminary 
results.
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